A visual literacy course for dermatology trainees
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Dear Editor,

First described by John Debes in 1968, visual literacy (VL) refers to the ability of an observer to derive meaning from images. In addition to understanding the image itself, the wider meaning is considered and deeper critical thinking encouraged.

In contrast with other medical specialties, the interpretation of visual signs and gross pathology remains key to dermatological practice. Diagnostic accuracy may be increased by careful observation without preconceptions. Thus, description of lesions in dermatological practice may be considered as “the expression of pathological art”. On this basis we believe dermatologists should have fluent VL skills, which could be developed throughout their training.

Randomised studies in medical schools in the United States have shown significantly improved visual diagnostic skills among course participants through the use of artwork in VL teaching. To our knowledge, no such training has previously been reported in UK dermatology. We developed a pilot course to investigate the benefit of VL training for trainee dermatologists.

The course, led by an experienced art historian and educator (HT) was conducted for the first time in Autumn 2015. Course participants were eight higher specialty trainees (specialist registrars) in dermatology: four in their final year (ST6); one penultimate year (ST5); two second year (ST4) and one first year (ST3). Participants attended five art gallery based sessions of approximately two hours in duration, with additional self and group reflection following the course. All attendees maintained an art journal to record their experiences. Learning techniques included: analysis of selected artwork; group discussion; short lectures and follow-up resources.
Participants were exposed to diverse ranges of artwork in small workshops and gallery spaces. These included abstract, landscape, still life, portraiture and figurative artwork. A different piece of artwork was used to demonstrate the focus of each session, including the use of colour, texture, pattern and contrast. Participants were encouraged to challenge their own perceptions and consider the viewpoint of the artist, and to develop their own descriptive style (Figure 1a & b).

Following anonymised post-course evaluation; all participants rated the course as either excellent (n=3, 37.5%) or very good (n=5, 62.5%). Participants also reported subjective improvement in observational skills applicable to dermatology practice (strongly agree n=2, 25%; agree n=6, 75%). The majority believed their written and verbal descriptive skills had improved (n=7, 87.5%). There was less certainty regarding the effect on relationships and interpreting patients’ emotional responses, which could be reflective of the timing of feedback collection directly after the last session of the course. Overall, trainees gave positive feedback regarding improvement in their clinical observational and descriptive skills.

A post-course Clinical and Observational Skills Assessment was performed using artwork and clinical images. Due to availability, four course participants and three controls completed the assessment. The control group comprised: one final year specialist registrar; one penultimate year registrar and a senior international clinical fellow. Participants and control subjects were shown photographs of common dermatological conditions and images of paintings not previously seen by the course participants. They were asked to identify key visual features from these images based on the Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) method⁸, and to comment on texture, lines and contour, colour (or shading) and contrast. Scores were assigned for correct answers, which were pre-set by dermatologists (clinical images) and an arts educator for description of features (artwork). The assessors were blinded regarding course participation. Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the results.
There was no significant difference in mean +/- standard deviation observations for clinical images (Controls: 12.67 +/- 3.79; Participants: 13.25 +/- 2.50; p = 0.81) or artwork (Controls: 43.00 +/-10.54, Participants 60.75 +/-18.41; p = 0.2). However, this would be expected due to the small sample sizes and relative under powering of the study.

The VTS teaching method was developed by Housen and Yenawine using artwork to stimulate deeper critical thinking, build relationships and improve VL. Successful arts education of medical students in the United States has been performed using VTS. Dermatology residents have anecdotally been documented to improve their performance during Grand Rounds following a single session interpreting artwork, but no formal assessment has previously been made of the impact on dermatology practice.

This pilot study was limited by the small sample size. Also, it was not possible to match the course attendees and the control group accurately. Finally, evaluation was performed directly after the last session of the course, which did not allow for longer-term reflection on its impact.

For the first time, dermatology trainees in the UK were exposed to structured VL training, aiming to enhance their descriptive and clinical observational skills. The results of this innovative pilot study are encouraging, and it is hoped further course development may evolve into a national network of specialist VL training for dermatologists. We believe that ongoing collaboration with the arts will enhance dermatology training in years to come.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1 (a) Group discussion of David Bomberg’s ‘Storm Clouds’ at Salford Museum and Art Gallery to demonstrate the use of colours in artwork; (b) Detailed study of colours in smaller groups.